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The Institute for Advanced Research (IAR) of Nagoya University was established in 2002 to
promote academic studies, and is independent of the Schools and Departments in the University,
as stipulated in the University Academic Charter. The fundamental objective of this institute is to
foster and produce academic achievements at a prominent and internationally significant level.
Such achievements are indispensable for the University not only to be widely recognized as a seat of
learning but also to cultivate “courageous intellectuals.” All members of the University should strive
for an unsurpassed level of creative academic research. IAR has been and will be a center for

CON TEN TS

assembling and coordinating various fields of state-of-the-art academic research in Nagoya
University.
Internationally, IAR is a member of the Steering Committee of the University-Based
Institutes for Advanced Study (UBIAS) and is leading international exchange activities in research
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Special Interview

SCIENCE & PEACE
Toshihide Maskawa（2008 Nobel Laureate in Physics）

and education. In this context, we are planning to host a UBIAS conference called
“Intercontinental Academia (ICA)” from March 7th to 19th this year, where young researchers as
well as Directors of UBIAS affiliates will gather to discuss a common theme, “Time.” I sincerely
hope that all participants in ICA at Nagoya University will enjoy discussing such a
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Research Highlights

Novel cell fusion terminates female courtship in plant
Daisuke Maruyama

cross-disciplinary theme and exchanging ideas of mutual interest in the forum.
During the past 6 years, IAR has also been coordinating an important University program,
the Young Leaders Cultivation (YLC) Tenure-track Program, which has played a crucial role in

Consequences of War : Japanese demographic transition and the marriage market
Mizuki Komura

cultivating and supporting talented young researchers in various fields. The program has
contributed greatly to converting the outcomes of excellent studies done by IAR researchers in

Super High-resolution Nuclear Emulsion for Directional Dark Matter Search
Tatsuhiro Naka

individual Departments into the common property of all members of the University.
From the present issue, volume 14, “IAR LETTER” is described fully in English suitable for
international distribution and has been entirely renewed in terms of its content as well as overall
layout. In particular, readers may find the Special Interview and Research Highlights interesting,
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and the first (memorial) Interview is on Professor Toshihide MASKAWA, a winner of the 2008
Nobel Prize in Physics.
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Special Interview

around on campus carrying out my union activities. When I went

̶̶ What was Dr. Sakata like?

home—and that was just after my second son’s birth—I would ask
my wife how my young family had spent the day and then went

MASKAWA: He never told us what to do. His students watched

straight to work on my research from nine to one in the morning. My

him work, and we learned that there was such a way to do such and

life was like this in those days. I was busy and was working efficiently.

such. In my office, I have a sheet of paper on the wall on which he

I didn’t waste any time watching TV. After dinner, I immediately

wrote, “A scientist must love humanity as a human before he loves

started work. Sometimes I worked for four hours from nine.

science as a scientist.” He wrote this in 1969, when he was discharged

The broken symmetry (CP violation) on which we worked was

after having been hospitalized for some time. I admire him for the

first detected experimentally in 1964 by James Watson Cronin and

strength of this message. I can’t make such a statement. I have to add

others. I brought this news to my laboratory. It was during my first

something like “… I think. Don’t you?” at the end to attenuate the

year or so in the doctoral course. I felt that something strange was

intensity. But he asserted himself.

going on but couldn’t figure it out even if I tried hard to understand.

Toshihide
MASKAWA
Dr. Maskawa was born 1940 in Nagoya, Japan. He graduated from Nagoya University in 1962 and received a Ph.D. in Physics from

So I assumed that it was not the right moment and that we weren’t

Dr. Sakata took great interest in the laboratory’s administration.

ready to tackle this mystery yet. I wanted a theory that would enable

Once I went to see him to report a decision made by the Graduate

us to calculate. I kept it in the back of my mind. In 1967, Steven

School’s organization. After that, I left the room but noticed that I

Weinberg presented his unification theory, but calculation was still

had forgotten something. Since I already knew that he was in, I only

impossible. In 1971, the Dutch genius Gerardus ‘t Hooft drew a

knocked and opened the door before I was told to come in. There, I

formula with symbols. This made me think that it was now time to

saw him mopping the floor, stained with my footprints. He hadn’t

discuss the broken symmetry. In April that year, Makoto Kobayashi

kept me from coming in the first time because of my muddy shoes.

had come to Kyoto University, and when the dust had settled

He thought that would have embarrassed me and discouraged me

somewhat, we started working together on or around May 10. We

from casually dropping in to speak with him. I still recall the image of

completed the theory near the end of June. It took about fifty days.

Dr. Sakata mopping the floor.

We had taken up the CP violation early and had been checking since
1964 to decide if it was time to tackle this question.

the same university in 1967 supervised by Professor Shoichi Sakata. He spent three years at Nagoya University as an assistant

Toward the end of World War II, Dr. Sakata was already totally
convinced that Japan would lose, so his focus was already on how the

professor, then moved to Kyoto University where he had a fateful encounter with Makoto Kobayashi, a corecipient of the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 2008. Since then, he has also showed enthusiasm for social activities and nowadays is also famous as an anti-war

Even after we wrote our paper, it drew nobody’s attention because it

laboratory should be run after the war. In those days, a professor held

activist. In 1997, he became a professor at the Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics at Kyoto University and held a directorship at

was written by young researchers in an unknown town in East Asia.

a chair. In 1946, this system was changed when the University was

the institute. After 2003, he moved to Kyoto Sangyo University as a full professor and established the Maskawa Institute for Science

Three years later, Nicola Cabibbo took up the same subject, without

reorganized. He said that all members of a laboratory were equal

Institute for the Origin of Particles and the Universe, Nagoya University. Since 2010, he has been a member of the Japan Academy.

knowing about our work. In the “normal” course of events, the Italian

once they had begun research. In the new laboratory system, you

He won the Nishina Memorial Award in 1979, followed by the J.J. Sakurai prize and the Japan Academy Prize in 1985. In 2008, he

becomes famous first, and somebody points to a similar work by

were admitted into a laboratory as an autonomous researcher after

was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics "for the discovery of the origin of the broken symmetry which predicts the existence of at

some Japanese, allowing us to catch up with the rest of the world.

publishing a paper or so. All members of a laboratory were equal, and

This didn’t happen, thanks to Prof. Yoichi Iwasaki, who later served

anything was accepted with regard to the laboratory if it had been

as President of the University of Tsukuba. In those days, Prof. Iwasaki

decided by vote.

and Culture. He has been a university professor at Nagoya University since 2009, as well as a director at the Kobayashi-Maskawa

least three families of quarks in nature."

was at Kyoto and took notice of our work before moving to Tsukuba.
He told Dr. Hirotaka Sugawara, Chief of the Physics Division at the
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, about our paper,

SCIENCE & PEACE

and they decided to call someone in the United States to do a bit of
PR for us, since they found our paper interesting. In fact, Dr.
Sugawara himself expanded our paper a little for publication. So we

̶̶ You are an enthusiastic peace activist. Why?

reactor. It was a well-paid job, but I used to work, and still work,
without remuneration whenever I can be useful and provide the kind

MASKAWA: I cooperate with people who defend Article 9 of the

of knowledge that people need.

Japanese Constitution. My peace activism began around 1964, when
I got involved in movements opposing nuclear submarines calling at
Japanese ports and the construction of nuclear power plants. In those
days, I used to go around meeting small groups of mothers here and
there. I used to be active at Nagoya University, too. When I moved to

̶̶ So you continued your peace activism at Kyoto
Universit y. That was the same period as your
theoretical work with Dr. Makoto Kobayashi, with
whom you shared the Nobel Prize.

owe our success to the two of them.

̶̶ Do you think that your social activism has had
an impact on your scientific work?
MASKAWA: It would be exaggerating if I said that my social
activism and scientific work were mutually beneficial, but it doesn’t
mean that you can’t do both. In Dr. Shoichi Sakata’s laboratory, it was
said that you were not a full-fledged scientist if you couldn’t play

Kyoto University, Kansai Electric was planning to build a nuclear
power plant in a small village on the Sea of Japan coast. The village

MASKAWA: Yes. In those days, I was the Secretary of the Faculty

more than one role. So I was always doing something besides my

was divided into two camps, for and against the project, fighting each

Union. Kobayashi used to come to the University at around ten in

research. You can always find time to pursue two different things that

other. I was commissioned to study and write a report on what would

the morning, and we would talk for about two hours and break for

interest you. If you have only one thing to do, you tend to slack off,

happen to the local river if cooling water was taken from there for the

lunch. After lunch, Kobayashi went back to his office, and I ran

but if you have two or more, you try to be efficient.
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A handwritten quote from Dr. Sakata.
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it is not going well. But storing large quantities of plutonium is in
itself a problem. With that much plutonium, we can make hundreds

̶̶ Today, scientists are under pressure to produce
results that serve society immediately.

of atomic bombs within a year, which might then spread all over the
world because they want to export nuclear power generation. In

MASKAWA: This is an extremely bad situation for science. We are

today’s politics, nothing true is said. I believe that it is wrong to be

not allowed to carefully and patiently work on something for a long

allowed to store something that can be easily applied to another

time because it is intriguing, although the project might fail. Every

purpose. This is, by extension, a question of war and peace.

year you must write annual reports and interim reports and fill out
application forms to ask for grants. You spend more time writing

̶̶ In such a situation, how do you think scientists
should be involved in society?

interim reports than working on your research. This is an extremely
unfortunate situation.

MASKAWA: I take researchers out, even by deceiving them. If there
is a peace assembly or some related meeting, I would say to them,
“The weather is great; let’s go for a walk,” and take them to the
meeting. They always undergo a change afterwards. They inevitably
open their eyes when they contemplate society’s actual situation and
how it is changing and are forced to think of their children’s and

̶̶ Dr. Sakata had thought about the new system
while the laboratory was evacuated to the countryside
during the war and came back with the idea after the
war. Was he involved in the war as a scientist?

United States, had heard a rumor that the Nazis were amassing
uranium in Scandinavia and asked Einstein to talk to the American
government about the possible ramifications of Nazi Germany
beating the U.S. to make the world’s first atomic bomb. So Einstein
talked to the U.S. President. He must have been ashamed about this

MASKAWA: Dr. Sakata? No. Dr. Shin-ichiro Tomonaga (Nobel

afterwards. When Hideki Yukawa went to the United States after the

Prize in Physics in 1965) seems to have been mobilized to take part

war, Einstein went to see him to apologize for his role of messenger,

in a project to develop electromagnetic weapons. I have read the

shedding tears and saying that his words had led the U.S. government

papers Dr. Tomonaga wrote at that time. I have the impression that

to drop two atomic bombs on Japan. The Russell-Einstein Manifesto,

he nicely managed to avoid getting involved. He did write papers, but

an approximately two-page document that was published later,

none of his research would be applicable to any war purpose. But I’m

indicates that if you carefully read between the lines, Einstein was

sure there were scientists who collaborated because doing research

seriously concerned that a third world war would destroy the planet.

was interesting. They developed steel materials, which must have
been used to build the battleships Yamato and Musashi, and they
thought that it was none of their business.

̶̶ The starting point of your peace activism is
related to nuclear power plants. What do you think of
the utilization of nuclear power?

̶̶ Science can be used to serve both peace and war.

MASKAWA: We witnessed that accident in Fukushima. We know

didn’t care what purposes their research achievements served. Some

that the danger of nuclear power plants can be lowered if we spend
MASKAWA: Albert Einstein was gravely criticized for his suspected

more money. Is it appropriate to commercialize nuclear power at the

role during the war. Leo Szilard, a Hungarian scientist in exile in the

current level ? I don’t think that we have arrived at such a
technological stage. But fossil fuels will one day be depleted. Then,
what should we do? There are moments when natural energy can’t be
harnessed. Without winds blowing continuously, wind farms can’t
generate power. Power storage is also difficult. I believe that the
biggest mission of scientists today is to develop technologies for
low-cost power storage. What is most important is to clearly
recognize the energy-related challenges we have to overcome as a
society.

̶̶ In Japan, much concern is focused on what to do
about the fast breeder reactor (FBR).
MASKAWA: Yes. It’s been suggested that it be discontinued because
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grandchildren’s future lives.
Science begins with a question. Here are results, but how should you
interpret them? Do they suggest Phenomenon X, or am I wrong? I
call this a process of negation for affirmation. At the point where you
can no longer say “No,” you can at last say “Yes.” The report on the
possible discovery of the top quark was about 200 pages long, to
demonstrate that it was NOT an erroneous signal. Without this, the

Inter view with Prof. Maskawa was done by M. Kawachi (Nag oya IAR), A .
Nishizawa (Nagoya IAR) and H. Nakazaki (Chunichi Shimbun Co., Ltd). This
interview article was written by H. Nakazaki and translated to English under the
responsibility of Nagoya IAR.

report could have been about four pages long. At first, there were all
sorts of contamination caused by false signals, which we had to deny
one by one.

̶̶ Fina l l y, w hat is y o ur m e ss a g e to y o ung
researchers? What would you like to tell them?
MASKAWA: I think that you need a sense of longing and adventure
to develop as a research scientist. For example, in elementary school,
a science teacher may make a digression and says, “A genius scientist
called Einstein said that time passes differently for people in different
motions.” This is something quite unforgettable. Most kids think,
“That’s ridiculous,” and stop there, while some make a mental note of
it, plus the fact that no scientists are opposed to this theory. They
study more and get closer to Einstein, experiencing feelings of
adventure as they approach the object of their longing.
My object of longing was Dr. Sakata. It was in the autumn of my first
year of senior high school. In 1955, he presented the Sakata model,
the forerunner of the quark model. I read about it in a boxed article
in a science magazine or something and felt quite excited to learn
that such advanced research was being conducted in my hometown.
In those days, senior high school science lessons covered only
discoveries made in Europe up to the 19th century, and nothing
contemporary. I discovered that something extraordinary was taking
place in Nagoya. I felt that I had to be a student of Dr. Sakata.
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Hanako MEIDAI

Novel cell fusion terminates female
courtship in plant

existence of tiny “holes” between the persistent synergid cell and the
endosperm. Electron micrographs of fertilized ovules revealed the absence of
a cell wall separating the two cells (Figure 2B). These data strikingly show
novel cell-to-cell fusion in flowering plants. It is well known that plant cells
are usually surrounded by a thick cell wall. Therefore, this finding that we
termed “synergid-endosperm fusion (SE fusion)” was surprising to many plant
researchers. There are only two cell-fusion events identified in the normal
developmental process in flowering plants: one is fertilization of the egg cell,
and the other is fertilization of the central cell. The SE fusion is the third
cell-to-cell fusion identified after 117 years since the discovery of double
fertilization.

Roles of SE fusion

Two developing seeds receiving single (left) or double (right) pollen tube(s) in Arabidopsis thaliana

Daisuke MARUYAMA
Designated Assistant Professor of Young Leaders Cultivation Program
Institute for Transformative Bio-Molecules / Institute of Advanced Research, Nagoya University
Email: maruyama.daisuke@f.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp

I

n flowering plants, immotile sperm cells are kept inside a growing pollen tube and conveyed to an egg-containing structure known as an ovule. The fertilized
ovule terminates the attraction to prevent additional fertilization by another pair of sperm cells from the second pollen tube. In this study, we discovered a
cessation mechanism of the pollen tube attraction caused by novel cell-to-cell fusion in a plant.(1)

INTRODUCTION
In sexually reproducing organisms, a one-to-one relationship is formed
between male and female cells (e.g., an egg and a sperm). In flowering plants,
including the model plant used in this study, Arabidopsis thaliana, this
pairing is established during pollen tube guidance. The pollen tube precisely
targets an ovule due to the secretion of attractant peptides from two synergid
cells, which are accessory cells adjacent to the egg cell. In the final stage of the
guidance, the pollen tube discharges two sperm cells into a degenerating
synergid cell, and each sperm cell fertilizes the egg cell and the central cell,
creating the embryo and the endosperm, respectively. After the double
fertilization, the ovule ceases to attract an additional pollen tube due to the
inactivation of the remaining “persistent synergid cell” (see Figure 1). The
prevention of the attraction of multiple pollen tubes is considered to play an
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The identity of the persistent synergid cell must be drastically changed
by the SE fusion, because the persistent synergid cell is diluted many fold by
the efflux of a large volume of cellular contents to the endosperm. Time-lapse
imagings of a transgenic plant visualizing AtLURE1, a pollen tube attractant
peptide in Arabidopsis,(2) revealed that premature AtLURE1 accumulated in
the persistent synergid cell exhibited a rapid decrease through SE fusion.
Indeed, the ovules with the AtLURE1 signal also decreased in the early stages
of the seed development in an immuno-staining experiment. Presumably, the
cytoplasmic dilution in the persistent synergid cell would reduce AtLURE1
secretion and disrupt the gradient of mature AtLURE1 on the surface of the
fertilized ovule, leading to rapid termination of further pollen tube attraction.
The SE fusion appears to result in disorganization of the persistent
synergid nucleus, one of characteristic features of an inactivating synergid cell.
Time-lapse imagings of nuclei in the entire ovule showed that the nuclear
disorganization occurred by two to six hours after fertilization. Interestingly,
dynamic chromosomal condensations of the nuclear disorganization were
observed during the mitotic stage of the endosperm. Although the endosperm
nucleus (or nuclei) gradually accumulated a mitotic-phase marker Cyclin
B1;2-YFP, the persistent synergid nucleus exhibited abrupt accumulation of
the marker, probably due to the influx of the endosperm contents caused by
the SE fusion. These data indicate that the persistent synergid nucleus begins
to share the same cytosol with the endosperm prior to preparation for mitosis
(e.g ., DNA synthesis), and is selectively eliminated by a failure of
chromosome segregation known as a mitotic catastrophe.(3)

Model of synergid inactivation
Our previous data demonstrated independent roles of the egg cell and
the central cell in the cessation of pollen tube attraction.(4) Thus, we
examined whether SE fusion was one such mechanism. Single fertilization of
either the egg cell or the central cell was induced by pollination of a mutant
exhibiting reduced fertility, and the frequency of the SE fusion by an
endosperm marker plant was analyzed. The SE fusion was never observed in
the ovules after single fertilization of the egg cell, while the fusion took place
in the ovules after the single fertilization of the central cell, suggesting the
cessation of pollen tube attraction controlled by the central cell via the SE

(A) Migration of mitochondria (green) from the persistent synergid (white dotted line) to the
endosperm (orange dotted line). (B) Electron micrograph of fusion site (arrow). End and PSC are
abbreviations of endosperm and persistent synergid cell, respectively.

fusion. So, how does the egg cell in turn regulate the synergid inactivation?
We focused on the signaling pathway of a gaseous hormone, ethylene, because
the signaling activated after double fertilization is responsible for the nuclear
disorganization of the persistent synergid.(5) Mutant-induced single
fertilization analysis demonstrated that the egg cell, but not the central cell,
predominantly stabilized EIN3, a key transcription factor in the ethylene
signaling. Taken together, we proposed that a three-step synergid inactivation
regulates two independent fertilizations. First, fertilization of the egg cell
predominantly induces the activation of ethylene signaling and prepares
nuclear disorganization of the persistent synergid. Second, fertilization of the
central cell triggers the SE fusion, and the synergid contents including
pre-secreted AtLURE1 are diluted, leading to acute disruption of the pollen
tube guidance. Finally, the identity of the synergid cell completely disappears
due to the nuclear disorganization of the persistent synergid during
endosperm proliferation.

CONCLUSION
We successfully elucidated the inactivation mechanisms of the persistent
synergid cell by a series of live-imagings and mutant analyses. The regulation
of the second pollen tube attraction plays an important role in plant fertility,
and understanding of the mechanism may contribute to the development of
novel breeding techniques. The SE fusion process suggests novel types of
programmed-cell-death mediated by cell-to-cell fusion, and has had a strong
impact on basic cell biolog y as well as plant research. In the process of
exploring the molecular mechanisms of SE fusion, we will learn more about
the physiological functions of cell-to-cell fusion in various developmental
scenes, which have been overlooked for years in botany.
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important role in efficient male-female pairing in terms of the pollination of
fewer pollen grains or the blockade of multiple fertilizations of the egg cell by
more than two sperm cells. However, the inactivation mechanisms of the
persistent synergid cell had previously been totally unknown.
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Mizuki KOMURA

Consequences of War : Japanese demographic
transition and the marriage market

over family planning. The causes of these conflicts of interest include the
asymmetric cost of having children (i.e., the biological cost of giving birth and
the intervals imposed on one’s career), and different weights of interest on the
quantity and the quality of one’s children. In the common situation wherein
husbands prefer a larger family size than their wives, the empowerment of
women is likely to induce a reduction in the number of children; conversely,
weakening women’s autonomy leads to an increase in the number of children.
One of the determinants of the bargaining position is the sex ratio in the
marriage market. The more possible partners a man or woman has in the
marriage market, the greater the autonomy he/she wields within the
household, since it enables him/her to seek an alternative marriage partner.
Thus, our theory predicts that fertility rises in proportion to the ratio of
women to men in the marriage market, and vice versa.

Identification strategy
Using the historical event of WWII as a natural experiment and
longitudinal data sets of the 46 prefectures of Japan (similar to states in the
US), we empirically demonstrated the relationship between the CBR and
changes in the sex ratio (the ratio of women aged 15–59 to men of the same
age group). The changes in the sex ratio were mainly caused by the tragic
fatalities of soldiers. Soldiers were healthy and of prime marriageable age, and
their destinations were less likely to reflect their own intentions than in the case
of labor migration, so we can regard the changes in the sex ratio as exogenous
events in the marriage market. Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the
changes in the sex ratio from 1935 to 1947. The darker shades indicate that
such regions experienced a severe scarcity of males as a consequence of the war.
We can see that the changes were not concentrated in specific areas.

Consequences of War by Peter Paul Rubens (1637–1638: located at The Palazzo Pitti in Florence)

From a historical point of view, the Japanese experience in the period
immediately after WWII differed from those of other countries in that it
accepted fundamental changes to its constitution and legislation imposed by
the Allied powers. These changes entailed the disestablishment of the
feudalistic family systems. One such change was the setting of a new equitable
divorce law for both parties, which strictly prohibited having other partners
outside marriage, while only wives had been punished for such transgressions
under the previous law. The other change was a new unfavorable inheritance
law for out-of-wedlock children. These changes dissuaded couples from having
extra marriages, resulting in a weakened adjustment mechanism of the
marriage market. Thus, although the constitutional changes were regarded as a
form of female empowerment in society introduced by the Allied powers, they
led that an unfavorable situation in the marriage market was reflected more in
intra-household allocation, including fertility decisions. Indeed, significant
increases in out-of-wedlock children as a form of polygamy were commonly
observed due to the scarcity of men after wars in France, Germany and Russia,
while the number of out-of-wedlock children remained relatively low in Japan
even right after WWII.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we confirmed fertility bargaining in the history of Japan,
demonstrating the effects of the exogenous historical event of WWII on
fertility decisions as an outcome of intra-household bargaining, and found that
the regions that had experienced large changes in the sex ratio experienced
slower declines in the fertility rate compared to regions with fewer changes.
Our study from the viewpoint of the marriage market did not exclude the
possibility of determinants of fertility in the Japanese post-war period that had
already been raised by existing studies: increased access to and strategies for
birth control, enriched living standards, and urbanization, followed by shifts in
parental interest from the quantity to the quality of their children, and the
emergence of female labor participation in the final part of our period of
interest.＊ However, understanding the effects of this seemingly unique
historical event on the marriage market may contribute to providing a new
insight into future interventions in countries suffering from sequential civil
wars that are aiming at economic development combined with gender
empowerment.

Mizuki KOMURA
Designated Assistant Professor of the Young Leaders Cultivation Program
Graduate School of Economics / Institute of Advanced Research, Nagoya University
E-mail: komura@soec.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Spatial distribution of changes in the sex ratio in Japan from 1935 to 1947

M

izuki Komura received her PhD at Nagoya University, subsequently joining the Institute for Advanced Research at Nagoya University and IZA as a
Research Affiliate in 2014. She is currently visiting the University of Florence in Italy. Her main research interests are household economics, labor
economics, and public economics. Among the fields, she investigates the behaviors of families and their interrelationship with public polices, including the topics of
fertility decisions by couples, arrangement of elderly cares by family members and intergenerational relations.

INTRODUCTION
Since the Second World War (WWII), Japan has witnessed rapid
population aging. The crude birth rate (CBR, the number of live births per
1000 people) plunged by half in a decade, from a peak of 34.65 in 1947 to
17.58 in 1957. This drastic drop has attracted considerable attention from
researchers all over the world, leading to attempts to explain this demographic
transition, which was in turn followed by remarkable economic development.
Ogasawara and Komura (2015) explore how the Japanese demographic
transition was affected by the historical event of the war from the scope of the
marriage market. This study specifically examined the effects of the imbalance
in the sex ratio caused by the war on family planning of households.
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Making use of the variation in the changes in the sex ratio discussed
above, we hypothesized therefore that the CBR would be high in regions that
experienced a severe scarcity of marriageable men due to the damage of WWII.
Our theoretical interpretation was as follows: since men were scarce in the
marriage market, it was relatively easy for them to find a marital partner. This
led to favorable marriage outcomes for men, and thus households reflected
more the intention of the husbands, who typically had a larger ideal family size
than their wives.

Intra-household bargaining over fertility and the sex ratio
in the marriage market

RESULTS

Because it affects the population in the whole economy, the fertility
decisions of each household are not separable from economic development
and growth. Recent studies on development economics and population
economics have pointed out the possibility of fertility decisions as a
consequence of negotiation between the spouses involved, rather than that of
a choice by the household as a single decision-making unit, and that such
decisions relate to some extent to the power balance between men and
women (Komura, 2013).
The idea of fertility bargaining is that the couple has conflicting goals

Our analysis estimated the causality relationship of the sex ratio on the
fertility decisions of couples affected by the war. In Figure 2, the solid line
represents the fitted line of the sex ratio in 1947 (the horizontal axis) and the
mean value of the CBR from 1948 to 1960 (the vertical axis), in which changes in
the sex ratio were considered to influence the marriage market. Figure 2 confirms
that male scarcity (the higher sex ratio of women to men) in the marriage market
in 1947 had a significantly positive effect on the CBR of post-war marriages (the
estimated coefficient of the changes in the sex ratio is 14.69, with a standard error
of 7.69), so our hypothesis is supported by the evidence.

The causal relationship of the sex ratio in 1947 on the mean CBR of 1948-1960
Note: The figure uses the available data of 46 prefectures showing the causal relationship of sex
ratio (female/male, aged 20-50) in 1947 on the mean value of crude birth rate (the number of
live birth per 1,000 population) from 1948 to1960. The fitted line indicates the significant
positive relationship between two variables (the estimated coefficient of the changes in the sex
ratio is 14.69, with a standard error of 7.69).

References
(1) Komura, M. (2013). “Fertility and endogenous gender bargaining power” Journal of
Population Economics, 26(3), 943–961.
(2) Ogasawara, K. and Komura, M. (2015). “Marriage market, social reform and
intra-household bargaining: evidence from Japanese experience of WW2” mimeo.
＊More formal analyses with control variables are carried out in Ogasawara and Komura (2015).
Figures are used from Ogasawara and Komura (2015).
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Super High-resolution Nuclear Emulsion for
Directional Dark Matter Search

There are two main methods used to identify dark matter: that using
annual modulation, and that using direction asymmetry. For example, the
number of signals varies depending on the relative velocities between the dark
matter and the earth moving around the sun. This means the dark matter
signals are expected to exhibit behavior with annual modulation. Current
major experiments aim to observe this behavior, but as it has a modulation of
a few percent, there are some difficulties in identifying dark matter clearly.
The direction-sensitive method is a powerful method for identifying dark
matter using the asymmetry of the angular distribution of signals and lower
statistics than the annual modulation method [4]. However, no appropriate
detectors have been made yet that exhibit perfect performance, because the
technologies for obtaining directional information to target energy (less than
approx. 100 keV) for dark matter detection are currently poor.
The motivation of this study is to make feasible an original directionsensitive detector for an interesting dark matter model, and to promote a
project to carry out large scale directional dark matter search.

Directional dark matter search with nuclear emulsion
We proposed a super-high resolution nuclear emulsion as a directionsensitive dark matter detector. However, this was a big challenge because,
although nuclear emulsion detectors have a very long history, in this study,
quite new devices, readout systems and various technologies for background
rejection with quite different qualities from current technologies had to be
created from scratch. In the following section, summaries and the statuses of
new technologies and projects will be introduced.

Fine-grained nuclear emulsion

Fig.1 Underground laboratory of the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS), Italy
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The requirements for a direction-sensitive dark matter detector are very
high spatial resolution, scalability, and low background. In particular, such
resolution requires detection performance of better than submicron level of
nuclear recoil signals due to dark matter in order to obtain directional
information, but no such detector yet exists in the world. Here, we focused on
nuclear emulsion. Nuclear emulsion is kind of photographic film, but it
functions as a particle or radiation detector that can obtain 3D information of
tracks with very high spatial resolution (approx. 1 µm). However, its current
performance is very poor for this purpose. So, to improve the resolution, the
idea was to micronize a silver halide crystal, which worked as a sensor for the
device similar to a CCD camera. In 2010, the original machine designed to
realize this was installed in Nagoya University, and the original production
method was established. Here, the crystal size was controlled to the accuracy
of several nanometers, and the new device was named the Nano Imaging
Tracker (NIT) [5] (Fig.2). Intrinsically, this device can detect particle tracks
of more than 50 nm in length, and the detector has the highest resolution in
the world. Additionally, we succeeded in the demonstration of detection
performance to target energy for dark matter search.

High resolution readout

T

he problem of dark matter is one of the most important subjects for natural science; elucidation of its character leads to understanding of the very origins of
the universe. Direct dark matter search on the earth is the most promising method for discovering and understanding its character. In particular,
direction-sensitive dark matter search is a powerful method for searching with high reliability, because the direction of dark matter on the earth is expected to exhibit
unisotropy, and data thereof should constitute evidence for identifying dark matter signals. This study proposed using a super high-resolution nuclear emulsion as a
detector, and the development of various new devices and technologies raised the possibility of carrying out such a method. International collaboration has now been
established and promoted as the “NEWS (Nuclear Emulsion for the WIMPs Search)” project at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory, Italy.

INTRODUCTION
The advance of technologies for observing the universe have resulted in
the understanding that, in particular very high precision measurement of
cosmic microwave backgrounds (CMB) indicate that elements comprising
ordinal matter account for just 5% of the total energy of the universe, while
the remainder consists of unknown dark elements [1]. In particular, dark
matter observed due to the effect of gravity (e.g., the rotation of the galaxy
and gravitational lensing) is currently one of the most important subjects to
be grasped in natural science. The existence of dark matter in the Milky Way
galaxy has been understood by measuring rotational velocity [2][3], and local
dark matter density around the solar system can be estimated as 0.4 GeV/cm3.
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This means that the flux of dark matter on the earth is expected to be approx.
106/cm2/sec in the case of hydrogen equivalent mass. Therefore, direct dark
matter search on the earth is the most important approach for directly
elucidating this.

Direct detection of dark matter through direction sensitivity
Direct search for dark matter is possible in principle by the detection of
recoiled nuclei induced by dark matter. However, the possibility of finding
such recoiled nuclei depends on the event rate, which is affected by
interaction possibilities, the mass of dark matter particles, the amount of
target mass, the detectable energy threshold, and background levels.

Recorded events at the NIT have to be read out and output as data
automatically. Readout technologies and performance are one of the most
important factors for defining the achievable experiment scale and sensitivity.
As technologies for achieving this, quite new methods and algorithms were
proposed [6] and demonstrated (this was an innovative approach, because
conventional nuclear emulsions have continued to utilize fundamentally the
same algorithms for 30 years).
In this research, a new analysis system based on an optical microscope
was constructed, and it became possible to read out submicron length tracks
of more than 100 nm automatically, with an angular resolution better than 30
degrees. This system would perform the function of screening candidate
tracks, and an additional step to distinguish and confirm the signals from the
backgrounds would be required. Such systems were also newly developed in
this research. For example, a hard X-ray microscope was one of the tools used
to realize this, because this system can achieve both non-destructive and super
resolution (of about 60 nm). In this study, a new system using a hard X-ray
microscope at Spring-8 of JASRI was developed in collaboration with
SPring-8 [7]. As an additional method, localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) is a very interesting phenomenon, and can be applied to

super-resolution analysis, and this is already demonstrated to achieve 10 nm
spatial resolutions under an optical microscope. We are constructing a
practical application system using such new information.

Low-background technologies
As the interaction strength of dark matter to standard matter should be
very low, various contaminations have to be considered as the background
source. For example, environment radioisotopes will produce serious
background noise despite being very low-level. Environmental radiation from
radioisotopes around the detector can be shielded in principle; however,
intrinsic radioactivity etc., is the most serious. We were able to obtain data for
the quantitative amount of such radiation using a pure Ge detector and
ICP-MS, etc.. Currently, background rejection studies are the main topic of
study, and we are developing various technologies to reject background (e.g.,
chemical sensitivity control, cryogenic devices, and so on).

The news project
The above technical breakthrough proved to be an important step for
promoting the project. Now, international collaboration has been established
as the “NEWS (Nuclear Emulsion for WIMPs Search)” project, and
organization of the project and the making of a proposal are under way.
Currently, the participating countries are Japan, Italy, Turkey and Russia, and
about 50 persons have signed the previous Letter of Intent.
As cosmic rays or radiation induced by cosmic rays present the risk of
producing fake signals in the search for exotic particles such as dark matter, an
experimental field located deep underground is required, with rock providing
a shield from cosmic rays. This project will be started at the Gran Sasso
National Laboratory (LNGS) in Italy, which has a very large laboratory about
1000 m underground (Fig.1). We will start the first pilot run in the coming
two years.

Fig.2 Fine-grained nuclear emulsion device for directional dark matter search
developed by our group at Nagoya University
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Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Engineering
Research Interests : Micro/Nanomachines

Kousuke
NOGAWA
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

MAJOR WORKS

“Development of Local Environmental Control System by Combination of Microfluidic Chip and
Pipette”, Kousuke Nogawa, and Fumihito Arai, Proceedings of 2014 IEEE International Conference
on Robotics and Automation, pp. 5842-5847 (2014)“Miniaturized load sensor using quartz crystal
resonator constructed through microfabrication and bonding”, Yuichi Murozaki, Kousuke Nogawa,
Fumihito Arai, ROBOMECH Journal, vol. 1, pp. 7 (2014)

Alisher
UMIRDINOV
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Law
Research Interests : Investment Arbitration, Tax Sovereignty, Competition Law and Policy, Energy
Law and Policy
MAJOR WORKS

“Competition Law of Uzbekistan in Transition-current situation and challenges”, with Shuya
Hayashi in International Enforcement of Antimonopoly Law, Nihonhyoronsha, pp. 259-302 (2012)
“Investment Treaty Arbitration and Protection of Host State`s Discretion Power in Tax Disputes”,
Japanese Yearbook of International Economic Law, vol. 22, pp. 191-215 (2013)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Medicine
Research Interests : Neuroscience, Biochemistry

Kazuma
SAKAMOTO
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

MAJOR WORKS

“Mechanisms of axon regeneration and its inhibition: roles of sulfated glycans”, Kadomatsu K,
Sakamoto K., Arch Biochem Biophys., vol. 15, pp. 36-41 (2014)

Yuko
URAKAWA
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)
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Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Science
Research Interests : Early universe, Quantum field theory in curved spacetime, Gauge/gravity
correspondence
MAJOR WORKS

“Loops in inflationary correlation functions,” Classical and Quantum Gravity, Vol. 30, art. 233001
(2013)“Holographic inflation and the conservation of ζ,” Journal of High Energy Physics, vol. 1406,
art. 086 (2014)
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Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

MAJOR WORKS

IAR PEOPLE |

IAR PEOPLE |

Tatsuhiro
NAKA

MAJOR WORKS

“Risk factors for 30-day mortality in patients with pneumonia who receive appropriate initial
antibiotics: an observational cohort study”, Shindo Y, Ito R, Kobayashi D, et al., Lancet Infect Dis, vol.
15, pp. 1055-1065 (2015)
“Risk Factors for Drug-Resistant Pathogens in Community-Acquired and Healthcare-Associated
Pneumonia”, Shindo Y, Ito R, Kobayashi D, et al., Am J Respir Crit Care Med, vol. 188, pp. 985-995 (2013)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Information Science
Research Interests : Databases

Chuan
XIAO
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Yin
WANG
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

MAJOR WORKS

“Efficient Error-tolerant Query Autocompletion”, Chuan Xiao, Jianbin Qin, Wei Wang, Yoshiharu
Ishikawa, Koji Tsuda, and Kunihiko Sadakane. Proceedings of VLDB Endowment, vol. 6, pp. 373-384
(2013).“Efficient Similarity Joins for Near Duplicate Detection”, Chuan Xiao, Wei Wang, Xuemin
Lin, Jeffrey Xu Yu, and Guoren Wang. ACM Transactions on Database Systems, vol. 36, pp.15:1-15:41
(2011)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Institute of Transformative
Bio-Molecules (WPI-ITbM)
Research Interests : Plant physiology, Plant ecophysiology, Photosynthesis
MAJOR WORKS

“Multiple roles of the plasma membrane H+-ATPase and its regulation”, Yin Wang, Ken-ichiro
Shimazaki, Toshinori Kinoshita, The Enzymes, vol. 35, pp. 191-211 (2014)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Mathematics
Research Interests : Mathematics, representation theory of algebras

Yuya
MIZUNO
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Fusa
MIYAKE
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Itaru
KUSHIMA
MAJOR WORKS

“Analysis of the VAV3 as candidate gene for schizophrenia: evidences from voxel-based morphometry
and mutation screening”, Schizophr Bull., vol. 39, pp. 720-728 (2013)“Resequencing and association
analysis of the KALRN and EPHB1 genes and their contribution to schizophrenia susceptibility”,
Schizophr Bull., vol. 38 pp. 552-560 (2012)

Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Economics
Research Interests : Economics of the Household, Labor Economics, Public Economics

Mizuki
KOMURA
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Daisuke
MARUYAMA
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)
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Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya I A R and Institute for Space-Earth
Environmental Research
Research Interests : Cosmogenic nuclides, solar activity
MAJOR WORKS

“A signature of cosmic-ray increase in AD 774–775 from tree rings in Japan”, Nature, vol. 486, pp.
240-242 (2012)
“Cosmic ray event of A.D. 774–775 shown in quasi-annual 10Be data from the Antarctic Dome Fuji
ice core”, Geophys. Res. Lett., vol. 42, pp. 84-89 (2015).

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Institute of Material and Systems for
Sustainability
Research Interests : Fundamental particle physics. Astrophysics. Radiation detectors.
MAJOR WORKS

“Development of a new automatic nuclear emulsion scanning system, S-UTS, with continuous 3D
tomographic image read-out”, Journal of Instrumentation, vol. 5, P04011 (2010)“First demonstration
of cosmic ray muon radiography of reactor cores with nuclear emulsions based on an automated
high-speed scanning technology”, RADIATION DETECTORS AND THEIR USES Proceedings of
the 26th Workshop on Radiation Detectors and Their Uses in KEK, pp. 27-36 (2012)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Letters
Research Interests : Cultural Anthropology. Ethnology. African Studies

Sayuri
YOSHIDA
MAJOR WORKS

”Fertility and endogenous gender bargaining power”, Journal of Population Economics, vol. 26, pp.
943-961 (2013)“Tax reform and endogenous gender bargaining power”, Review of Economics of the
Household, vol. 11, pp. 175-192 (2013)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor of Nagoya IAR and Institute for Transformative
Bio-molecules (ITbM)
Research Interests : Pollen tube guidance, Polytubey block, Double fertilization.
MAJOR WORKS

“Rapid Elimination of the Persistent Synergid through a Cell Fusion Mechanism”, Cell, vol. 161, pp.
907-918 (2015)“Independent Control by Each Female Gamete Prevents the Attraction of Multiple
Pollen Tubes”, Developmental Cell, vol. 25, pp. 317-323 (2013)

Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Simon
DALGLEISH
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

MAJOR WORKS

“The Reality of Discrimination: Ethnography of the Kafa and the Manjo in Ethiopia” (Shumpusha,
2014, in Japanese).
“Struggle against Social Discrimination: Petitions by the Manjo in the Kafa and Sheka zones,
Southwest Ethiopia” Nilo-Ethiopian Studies, No. 18, pp. 1-19 (2013)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Research Center for Materials Science
Research Interests : Organic electronics and optoelectronics, Near-infrared dyes, Low bandgap
semiconductors, Electrochemistry, Organic synthesis
MAJOR WORKS

“Utilizing Photocurrent Transients for Dithiolene-Based Photodetection: Stepwise Improvements at
Communications Relevant Wavelengths”, Journal of the American Chemical Society, vol. 134, pp.
12742-12750 (2012)
“Electrodeposition as a Superior Route to a Thin Film Molecular Semiconductor”, Chemical Science,
pp. 316-320 (2011)
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Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Kunihiro
MORISHIMA

"A Gabriel-type theorem for cluster tilting", Y. Mizuno, Proc. London
Math. Soc. vol.108 (4): pp. 836-868 (2014).
"Classifying τ-tilting modules over preprojective algebras of Dynkin type", Y. Mizuno, Math. Z. vol.
277, 3, pp. 665-690 (2014).
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Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Medicine
Research Interests : Neuropsychiatry, Genetics

MAJOR WORKS

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Science
Research Interests : Radio Astronomy, High-Energy Astrophysics

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Mathematics
Research Interests : Nonlinear dispersive equations, Long-time dynamics

Hidetoshi
SANO

Cyrus Tristan
ROY
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

MAJOR WORKS

“On control of Sobolev norms for some semilinear wave equations with localized data”, T. Roy, J.
Funct. Anal., vol. 265, pp.2724–2752 (2013)
“Global existence of smooth solutions of a 3D log-log energy-supercritical wave equation”, T. Roy,
Anal. PDE, vol. 2, pp. 261–280 (2009)

Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Mathematics
Research Interests : Lie superalgebras, Quantum groups, AdS/CFT correspondence

Takuya
MATSUMOTO
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

Mana
KANO-NAKATA
MAJOR WORKS

“Lunin–Maldacena backgrounds from the classical Yang–Baxter equation — Towards the
gravity/CYBE correspondence”, T. Matsumoto and K. Yoshida, J. High Energy Phys., no. 6, 135
(2014)“A quantum affine algebra for the deformed Hubbard chain” N. Beisert, W. Galleas and T.
Matsumoto, J. Phys. A, vol. 45, no. 36, 365206 (2012)

Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

“Nitrogen application enhanced the expression of developmental plasticity of root systems triggered
by mild drought stress in rice”, Plant Soil. vol. 378, pp. 139-152 (2014)
“Effect of various intensities of drought stress on δ 13C variation among plant organs in rice”, Am. J.
Plant Sci. vol. 5, pp. 1686-1693 (2014)

MAJOR WORKS

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of law
Research Interests : Political Science. Political Thought. History of Social Thought. Canadian
Politics.
MAJOR WORKS

“Charles Taylor and Hungarian Incident, 1956-1957 (1)(2)” Yoshiko UMEKAWA, The Nagoya
journal of law and politics, vol. 257, pp. 109-136 (2014) and vol. 259, pp. 113-132, (2014)
“Charles Taylor as a New Left, 1956-1960 (1)(2)”, Yoshiko UMEKAWA, The Nagoya journal of law
and politics, vol. 261, pp. 99-125, (2015), and vol. 262, pp. 177-210 (2015)

MAJOR WORKS

“Stable And Versatile Gold(III) Catalysts by Oxidative Addition of a Strained Carbon-Carbon
Bond”, Chung-Yeh Wu*, Takahiro Horibe* , Christian B. Jacobsen, F. Dean Toste, Nature, vol. 517,
pp. 449-454 (2015) (*These authors contributed equally)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Science
Research Interests : Molecular Genetics, Molecular Biology

Chun
LI
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

MAJOR WORKS

“The growth factor SVH-1 regulates axon regeneration in C. elegans via the JNK MAPK cascade”,
Chun Li, Naoki Hisamoto, Paola Nix, Shuka Kanao, Tomoaki Mizuno, Michael Bastiani and
Kunihiro Matsumoto, Nature Neuroscience, vol. 15, pp. 551-557 (2012)
“Axon regeneration is regulated by Ets–C/EBP transcription complexes generated by activation of
the cAMP/Ca 2+ signaling pathways”, Chun Li, Naoki Hisamoto and Kunihiro Matsumoto, PLOS
Genetics, vol. 11, art. e1005603 (2015)

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Science
Research Interests : Cosmology and Gravitational Waves

Sachiko
KUROYANAGI
Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)
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MAJOR WORKS

“Implications of the B-mode polarization measurement for direct detection of inf lationary
gravitational waves”, Physical Review D, vol. 90, 063513 (2014)
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“Prehistoric Salt Production on the Pacific Coast of Southeastern Mesoamerica: Case Study of Nueva
Esperanza, El Salvador”, Journal of the Japanese Archaeological Association, vol. 40, pp. 1-18 (2015)
“Estudio Arqueológico de Nueva Esperanza, Bajo Lempa, Usulután” Dirección de Publicaciones e
Impresos, Secretaría de Cultura de la Presidencia (2011)

Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

IAR PEOPLE |
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Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

MAJOR WORKS

Takahiro
HORIBE

Akira
ICHIKAWA

Yoshiko
UMEKAWA

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Bioagricutural
Sciences
Research Interests : Crop science, Weed science

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Engineering
Research Interests : Organic Chemistry, Development of Catalyst

Affiliation : Designated Assistant Professor at Nagoya IAR and Graduate School of Letters
Research Interests : Mesoamerican Archaeology, History of periphery zone, Archaeology of Disaster

Young Leaders
Cultivation Program
Faculty
(YLC)

MAJOR WORKS

“A detailed study of non-thermal X-ray properties and interstellar gas toward the γ-ray supernova
remnant RX J1713.7−3946”, The Astrophysical Journal, vol. 799, pp. 175-184 (2015)
“Non-thermal X-rays and interstellar gas toward the γ-ray supernova remnant R X J1713.7-3946:
Evidence for X-ray enhancement around CO and HI clumps”, The Astrophysical Journal, vol. 778, pp.
59-77 (2013)

I.A.R. INFORMATION

I
INFORMATION
The Nagoya University Lecture 2015
On September 6, 2015, the Nagoya University Lecture 2015 was
held at the Toyota Auditorium in Nagoya University, hosted by IAR
Nagoya and Chunichi Shimbun Co., Ltd. The Nagoya University Lecture
is positioned as the most important academic lecture at the University
to be hosted by the President. The lecturers, selected from
international researchers of the highest caliber, are awarded Nagoya
University Lectureships. It is open to the general public.
This year, Dr. Hiroshi Amano, a professor of the Graduate School
of Engineering at Nagoya University, was awarded the Nagoya
University Lectureship. He had won the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physics
"for the invention of efficient blue light-emitting diodes (LEDs) which
has enabled bright and energy-saving white light sources" with Dr.
Isamu Akasaki and Dr. Shuji Nakamura. When he was a graduate
student at Nagoya University, he succeeded in the crystallization of
gallium nitride and developed a blue LED with his supervisor Prof.
Isamu Akasaki (Nagoya University/Meijo University). Their invention
enabled the development of very energy-efficient lighting and is
widely used in our lives. Moreover, due to their low energy
consumption, their invention has brought light to 1.5 billion people in
Africa and Central Asia. On that day, Dr. Akasaki gave a memorial
lecture titled “How the blue light emitting diode was created,”
following which Dr. Amano gave a lecture titled “LEDs that have
illuminated the world.” After the lecture, Dr. Amano invited high
school students onto the stage and answered questions from the
students. He encouraged students with his words “Please find
something that you can really get into and challenge yourself. One day,
you will find something that only you can do.” About 1,000 people
including 172 junior high and high school students attended the
lecture.

Activity & News
They discussed the theme of “TIME” from a multidisciplinary approach
and made a plan for a joint project to create a Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC) on the knowledge of “TIME.” The second phase will be
held from March 7 to 18, 2016 at Nagoya University.

The 1st Intercontinental Academia under the theme of “TIME”
consists of a São Paulo workshop (first phase) and a Nagoya workshop
(second phase). The first phase was held at the University of São Paulo
in Brazil from April 17 to 29, 2015. Thirteen young researchers that
had been selected based on recommendations from their respective
Advanced Research Institutes all over the world and over 30 senior
researchers from different fields attended the São Paulo workshop.
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IAR Freshmen Lecture Series

The Foreign Principal Investigator (PI) Fellowship program is a
program inviting excellent researchers from foreign countries with
outstanding research achievements for three to four months’
fellowship, to promote the University’s academic research. In the
academic year 2015, Prof. Kirill Ole Thompson, professor and associate
dean for Humanities at the Institute for Advanced Studies in Humanities
and Social Sciences of National Taiwan University was selected for this
fellowship. While he was visiting Nagoya University, he undertook a
research project called “Relational humanism in early Chinese thought,
with implications for agrarian ethics” and gave a lecture titled “Lessons
from Early Chinese Humanist Impulses” on September 28, 2015 at
Nagoya University.

Targeting freshmen of the University, this lecture series includes
lectures delivered by members of the Academy, IAR Faculty members,
IAR Fellows, and researchers of Nagoya University. It is aimed at
communicating the fun of academic research. In the academic year
2015, the following 14 lectures were given:

2015 Young Leaders Cultivation Program
Group photo of the São Paulo workshop

Ryoji Noyori Academy Salon
Since January 2013, University Prof. Ryoji Noyori, a 2001 Nobel
Laureate in Chemistry, has contributed numerous articles to
"Kamitsubute" in the Japanese daily newspaper Chunichi Shimbun.
Based on these articles, he holds regular academic discussions with
students at Nagoya University. In 2015, six (the 13th to 18th) Ryoji
Noyori Academy salons were held. Prof. Noyori and students from
different academic fields at Nagoya University discussed the topics. The
topics were “My Mentor and Me” (13th), “The Fascination of Chemistry”
(14th), “For the Proper Evaluation of Research Performance” (15th),
“Globalization and Internationalization” (16th), “English Ability for
Scientists” (17th) and “Science and Technology for Innovation” (18th).

Lectureship award ceremony

1st Intercontinental Academia

Foreign PI Fellowship Program

The 18th Roji Noyori Academy Salon

Symposium on frontier and next generation
researches at Nagoya University
The Annual Symposium of Nagoya IAR was held on November 5,
2015. Twenty-three researchers and six research groups presented their
research results, and about 150 people attended the symposium.

The Young Leaders Cultivation (YLC) Program, through which
Nagoya University regularly and systematically recruits and trains young
faculty members, is a strategic program based on the premise that it is
important to secure an appropriate quantity and quality of young
faculty members, in order to sustain the development of outstanding
education and research in the future. In the academic year 2015, Akira
Ichikawa (Grad. Sch. of Letters), Yoshiko Umekawa (Grad. Sch. of Law),
Sachiko Kuroyanagi (Grad. Sch. of Science), Hidetoshi Sano (Grad. Sch.
of Science), Mana Nakata (Grad. Sch. of Bioagricultural), Takahiro
Horibe (Grad. Sch. of Engineering), and Chun Li (Grad. Sch. of Science)
were newly employed as a designated assistant professors of the YLC
program.

Joint Project between FRIAS and
Nagoya IAR 2015–17
The Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies (FRIAS) and the
Institute for Advanced Research, Nagoya University (Nagoya IAR) had
called for a joint project group between FRIAS and Nagoya IAR. The aim
of this program was to strengthen the collaboration between
researchers of the two universities and to support highly original joint
research combining the strengths of the two universities. The support is
worth 28,000 euros + 4,000,000 yen in total for 24 months. Through the
peer review procedure and the selection conference by the selection
committee, two project groups out of six were selected for funding. The
project titles and coordinator ’s names were “Multicomponent
Supramolecular Catalysis for Sustainable Chemical Synthesis” (Prof.
Bernhard Breit, Institute of Organic Chemistry, Freiburg University, and
Prof. Tahashi Ooi, Institute of Transformative Bio-Molecules, Nagoya
University) and “Social Governance by Law—Substantive Standards and
Procedural Enforcement” (Prof. Alexander Bruns, Institute for German
and Foreign Civil Procedural Law, Freiburg University and Prof.
Masabumi Suzuki, Graduate School of Law, Nagoya University).

1.“The laws of science and development,”
Prof. Toshihide Maskawa（Director of the Kobayashi Maskawa Institute, 2008 Nobel Laureate in Physics）
2.“The dark universe,”
Prof. Naoshi Sugiyama
（Grad. Sch. of Science/Deputy Director in IAR Nagoya）
3.“Chemistry challenges for important issues in the 21st Century,”
Prof. Susumu Saito
（Grad. Sch. of Science）
4.“The boundary of chemistry and biology,”
Prof. Yoshito Watanabe（Grad. S ch. of Science/Vice President）
5.“Interpretation—among living, knowing and bereaving—”
Prof. Kazuhiro Matsuzawa
（Grad. Sch. of Literature）
6.“What is social justice?”
Prof. Hajime Wada
（Grad. Sch. of Law, Deputy Director of IAR Nagoya)
7.“What is the economy?”
Prof. Tasturo Kuroda
（Grad. Sch. of Environmental Study）
8.“Fascination with an introduction to the history of thought,”
Prof. Takaho Ando（Chuo University/Sixth Director of IAR Nagoya）
9.“Searching for the mystery of languages,”
Prof. Ken Machida
（Grad. Sch. of Letters）
10.“Bench & bed,”
Prof. Takashi Takahashi
（Grad. Sch. of Medicine）
11.“Genome breeding to solve the food crisis,”
Prof. Makoto Matsuoka（Grad. Sch. of Bioagricultural Sciences）
12.“Society that will be transformed by LEDs,”
Prof. Hiroshi Amano（Grad. Sch. of Engineering, 2014 Nobel Laureate in Physics）
13.“Proteins to measure time,”
Prof. Takao Kondo
（Grad. Sch. of Science/Fifth Director of IAR Nagoya）
14.“Science starts from seeing,”
Prof. Sumio Iijima
（Meijo University/Distinguished Invited Professor of Nagoya University）

Awards
Dr. Sumio Iijima (University Professor at Meijo University /
Distinguished Invited Professor of Nagoya University and IAR Academy)

won the European Inventor Award 2015 in the category of
Non-European Countries.
Dr. Tomoko Nishiyama (Designated Lecturer of the YLC-t Program)
won the 2015 Young Scientists’ Prize of the Commendation for
Science and Technology from the Minister of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.
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